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Introduction :  
     Indian Philosophy developed through mutual dialogue, which is evident in 
each and every text belonging to any system. As a matter of fact, every 
system has its own theories and has developed various concepts based on 
their presuppositions in fovour of their Philosophical speculations. Therefore, 
they in their respective texts while expounding and establishing their own 
theories try to refute the views of others or attempt to examine the position of 
others on their theory. This, traditionally known as, is the principle of 
khaṇḍana and maṇḍana. In this paper, it is proposed to discuss on the theory 
of sense organs as propounded by the Jaina logicians. To be more explicit - 
the Jainas theory of sense organs has been analyzed, examined and refuted by 
the logicians of other systems with proper arguments, which will be re-
examined here.  
Text and context of analysis:  
    The present analysis is primarily based on the Nyayasūtra of Gautama, 
Bhāṣya of Vātsāyana, Vārtika of Udyotakara, Tātparya of Vacaśpatimiśra and 
Tātparyaṭīkā of Udayanācāya on the sutra III.1. 43-49 of Nyāyasūtra of 
Gautama. 
     In Nyāyasūtra, Gautama (2nd A.D.) has discussed the theory of sense 
organs. While doing so, he has examined the position of other philosophers 
particularly the views of the Sāṁkhya and the Jaina philosophers following 
the principles of debate. At the outset, let us see the presentation of Jaina 
position on sense organs in the Vātsayānabhāṣya. In the context of refutation 
of the Sāṁkhya view on the material cause of sense organ, Gautama records 
the objections of the Jaina to answer the Sāmkhya philosophers.  
   The first objection is with regard to the nature of the material substance of 
the organs, particularly, the visual sense organ i.e. eye. He starts with the 

argument quoting the following sutra: न रनयनरि मदशना ।1  
    In the nocturnal animals like the cat etc. the visual rays are actually 
observed. From this, it is inferred that such rays also exist in the human eyes. 
It may be objected that just as there is a difference in species between the 
animals and the human beings, so also there is a difference in the nature of 
their visual senses i.e. the visual sense of a nocturnal animal has rays whereas 
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the visual sense of a human being has no ray. To 
this Vātsāyana answers that such a difference 
cannot be admitted. The visual sense of all the 
animals are similar in nature as is evident by the 
fact that the visual sense of a cat is as much 
obstructed by a wall as that of the human being. 
He writes: दृ य ते िह न ं  नयनर मयो न ं  चरणां 
वृषदंश भृतीनां तेन शेष यानुिमित। जाितभेदव द- 

ि यभेद इित चेत्। धमभेदमा ं चानुपप मावरण य 
ाि ितषेधाथ य दशना दित।2                

    One of the main objections or arguments of the 
Jainas, against the Nyāya view is that the visual 
sense cannot be made of fire, because it also 
reveals darkness. That which is made of fire e.g. 
the sun or a lamp cannot reveal darkness and that 
which reveals darkness cannot be made of fire. 
Assuming the visual sense to be made of fire, it 
would have been impossible for us to see 
darkness.  
    The main issue here is on the nature of 
darkness. The Mīmāmsakas accept darkness as 
substance, where as the Naiyāyikas consider it as 
in the form of non- existence (abhāvasvurūpa) of 
the element of fire in the special form in which its 
colour is manifested and not subdued. The 
knowledge of non-existence is not possible when 
the counter positive (pratiyogi) is present. For 
example, in the presence of the 'jar', there is no 
knowledge of the non-existence of the jar. The 
light of the lamp is the counter positive of 
darkness or the non- existence of light. Therefore, 
in the presence of the lamp there is no question of 
the knowledge of darkness. The visual rays 
because of the latency of their colour cannot be 
considered as the counter positive of darkness. 
Hence, it is possible to have the knowledge of 
darkness in spite of the presence of the visual rays. 
Thus, the Jainas cannot claim that nothing made of 
fire can reveal darkness, only that specific product 
of the element of fire which is the counter positive 
of darkness cannot reveal darkness. The products 
of the element of fire in other forms may reveal 

darkness.  
    The objection is: in the process of perceptual 
cognition, both the Naiyāyika and the Jainas 
accept that self or soul is connected with mind, 
mind with sense organ and sense organ with the 
object. This means the contact of senses with 
object is the instrument of perceptual cognition, 
which cannot be maintained (इि याथसि कष य 

ानकरण वानुपपि ः)3    
    Jaina objects to the last clause of the definition 
viz. the sense organ is conjoined with object. To 
them, it may be true in case of all other sense 
organs except eyes. According to them, visual 
sense organ i.e. eye is aprāpyakārī. No contact is 
accepted between sense organ i.e. eye and the 
object. Gautama has recorded the view of the 
Jainas as follows: अ ा य हणं काचा पटल फा- 

टका त रतोपल धेः।4  The visual sense can perceive 
an object without actually coming in contact with 
it, because an object screened off by a pane of 
glass, a sheet of mica or a slab of crystal is also 
visually perceived. Vātsāyana elaborates the 
argument of the Jainas by giving example before 
refuting it. He quotes the arguments of the Jainas 
as follows: तृणा दसपद ् ं काचेऽ पटले या ितहतं 
दृ म निहतेन सि कृ यते ाह यते वै ाि वधानेनेित। 
य द च रि मरथसि कष  हणहतेुः याद ् न विहत य 
सि कष इ य हण ं यात्। अि त चेयं 
काचा पटल फा टका त रतोपल धः सा ापय य ा य- 

का रणीि याणी। अतएवाभौितकािन ा यका र वं िह 
भौितकधम इित न।5   
    It is observed that a pane of glass or a sheet of 
mica obstructs a blade of grass given by wind. The 
contact of something is possible only with an 
object, which is not obstructed. The obstruction 
goes against the condition of contact. If the 
contact of the visual rays with the object is 
assumed to be the cause of perception, there can 
be no perception of object obstructed by 
something because, there can be no contact with 
an object thus obstructed. But the fact is that an 
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object though obstructed by a pane of glass or a 
sheet of mica or a slab of crystal, is actually 
perceived. This shows that the sense organ need 
not come in actual contact with the object. To this, 
the answer of logicians as follows. Gautama notes: 
कु ा त रतानुपल धेर ितषेधः।6 The above argument 
of the Jainas does not disprove that the sense 
object contact is not the cause of perceptual 
knowledge, because an object obstructed by a wall 
is not perceived. Vātsāyana makes this point very 
clear by saying thus: अ ा यका र वे सतीि याणां 
कु ा त रत यानुपल ध  यात् ।7   
     It means if the senses are considered as giving 
perceptual knowledge without coming in actual 
contact with the object perceived, there cannot be 
the absence of perception of an object obstructed 
by a wall. Further, the Jainas argue that if the 
senses are considered as giving perceptual 
knowledge after actually coming in contact with 
the object, there cannot be the perception of what 
is obstructed by a pane of glass, a sheet of mica or 
a slab of crystal.  
     To this logicians say: अ ितघाता सि कष पपि ः।8  
ा यका र वेऽिप तु काचा पटल फ टका त रतोपल धन 
यात्।9    

     It means, in the case of an object obstructed by 
a pane of glass etc. the sense object contact is 
possible because these do not obstruct the visual 
rays. In other words, a pane of glass or a sheet of 
mica does not obstruct the visual rays and hence, 
the visual rays being unobstructed can come in 
contact with the object beyond. The next argument 
of the Jainas is that a material object can never be 
obstructed. Their argument as follows: न च 
काचे पटलं वा नयनर मं िव नाित सोऽ ितह यमानः 
सि कृ यत इित य  म यते न भौितक या ितघात इित 
त ।10   
     To this, the logicians say that, this is not true, 
because there is no obstruction in the three cases 
viz.  
a)the rays of the sun,  
b)what is separated by a slab of crystal,  

c)the thing burned.  
   Vātsāyana makes this point by saying that the 
word 'non-obstruction' 'avighāta' being connected 
with each of the three expressions yields three 
different statements viz.: 
a)because there is no obstruction in the case of the 
rays of the sun, 
b)because there is no obstruction in the case of 
what is separated by a slab or crystal and  
e)because there is no obstruction in the case of 
what is burned.  
      Thus, the rays of the sun are not obstructed by 
the jar etc. and being unobstructed, these produce 
heat in the water contained in the jar. Because of 
this conjunction with the rays of the sun in heat, 
which is a quality of fire and the cold touch i.e. the 
actual quality of water gets subdued by it.11    
     In the case of something separated by slab of 
crystal, there is obstruction between the rays of the 
lamp and the object to be revealed. Because of this 
want of obstruction there can be conjunction 
between the two resulting in perception. Lastly, 
things placed on a frying pan (bharjana kapāla) 
the earthen frying pan get burned by the heat of 
fire, there is conjunction between the object placed 
on the pan and the fire below the pan because of 
the lack of any obstruction. And this conjunction 
causes burning in as much as the element of fire 
(tejas) does not act without getting conjoined. The 
word 'non-obstruction' is being repeatedly used. 
Non- obstruction of an object means the absence 
of being totally blocked by another object, the 
blocking object having no space separating its 
parts (avyuhyamāna avayava). It is also observed 
that water oozed out (parisravaṇa) and comes out 
in droplets (parispanda) from a jar. Therefore, 
there being no obstruction separating the visual 
rays from an object beyond a pane of glass or a 
sheet of mica etc. the contact between them is 
possible and as such there is the perception of the 
object. The Jainas further argued - it cannot be 
claimed that the visual life sense is obstructed by a 
pane of glass etc. because it leads to the absurdity 
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 of imputing the characters of something to 
something else. Gautama says: 
नेतरेतरधम सङगात्।12 To this the answer of 
Gautama is an object screened off by a pane of 
glass etc. is perceived just as the image perceived 
in the mirror and water, because these are 
transparent by nature आदश दकयोः साद वाभा ा -ू 

पोपलि धव दपुलि धः।13    
    Vātsāyana makes this point by saying that 
transparency (prasāda) which is a special quality, 
is found in a mirror and water and it is a specific 
quality of only such things, because this is 
uniformly observed. It is the nature of 
transparency to reflect an image 
(rūpaupalmbhana). the visual rays make an 
impact on the mirror and being rebounded back, 
come in contact with one's own face, which 
perception is called the cognition of image. The 
cause of this cognition is the mirror, which is 
aided by its transparency; with the loss of this 
quality of mirror there can be no such cognition. 
But in the case of wall etc. there is no such 
cognition of an image. Thus, because of the 
specific nature of the different substance, a pane 
of glass or a sheet of mica etc. dose not obstructs 
the visual rays while the wall obstructs them.  
 

Observations:  
 

    On the basic of the above discussion the 
following may be observed. According to Jainas, 
sense organs with the exception of eye are 
prāpyakārī, because the contact of the sense 
organs with the object produced cognition. This 
contact is of the nature of a gross and subtle 
physical contact, which is called ‘upaghāta’. The 
Nyāya, Vaiśeṣika, Sāṁkhya, Mīmāmsā, Vedānta 
school of thought postulate that all the sense 
organs coming in physical contact with objects 
generate cognitions and hence called prāpyakārī. 
Buddhists believe that the sense organs eye and 
ear cognize their object without coming into 
contact with them. And hence they are 
aprāpyakārī. The Jainas have a realist approach 
and they refused to accept that sense organ goes 
out to meet the object.  
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